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Joseph Frost is an iDea guy, serial entrepre-
neur, and professor of marketing and entre-
preneurship. Based out of Omaha, Nebras-
ka, Joe and his team at Frost Media Group 
produce short documentary style videos for 
nonprofits and small businesses. Winter is 
Coming is his first film in a series about the 
Seasons of Entrepreneurship.

Dan is an experienced Omaha  based docu-
mentary filmmaker with five full length, seven 
shorts, and three episodic documentary se-
ries to his credit. His action sports doc u series 
THE ROSTER aired on Sky Sports in Europe 
during October and November, 2013.
Since 2006, live premieres of Dan’s films 
have been held in the UK, France, Hunting-
ton Beach, California, Boston and Omaha.

Christopher Dilts is an acclaimed Chicago 
based cinematographer, camera operator, 
and still photographer. He is best known for 
his portrait and flyonthewall style work in ac-
tion sports, indie music, and cause market-
ing.

Director of Photography

Not pictured: Matty Marshall and Landon Friesen.

Filmaker / Director / Editor
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The film was produced in 90 days - one winter.

It premiered on March 19, 2015 - the eve of spring.

“Winter is Coming is an important film.
It pulls back the vail of glamor and success so often 
associated with entrepreneurship and established 
hard truths about the reality of risk, initiative, and 
the people that take them.”

Bill Champion
Founding Member EO Nebraska



Joseph Frost, Professor of Entrepreneurship at Midland University and serial entrepre-
neur, has developed a theory of entrepreneurship reflecting his experience as an entre-
preneur and inspired by Turnings of History, a generational theory developed by William 
Strauss and Neil Howe. To better understand the Seasons of Entrepreneurship, here’s a 
crash course on Turnings of History. 

Turnings and Cycles
While examining historical generations, Strauss and Howe discovered a pattern which 
revolved around generational events called “turnings.” In their book Generations, and in 
greater detail in The Fourth Turning, they identify the four-stage cycle of social or mood 
eras (i.e. turnings). A full cycle lasts 80-90 years and contains four turnings, each lasting 
about 20-22 years. Each turning has a distinctive mood that recurs every cycle. 

Seasons of History
According to Strauss and Howe, “seasons of history” are shaped by world events such 
as wars and financial crises, as well as the collective worldview of the population. A time 
of awakening is analogous to summer. A time of crisis is analogous to winter. The turn-
ings in between are transitional seasons, similar to fall and spring. 

Winter as the Fourth Turning or Crisis
Strauss and Howe identified 26 turnings over seven cycles in Anglo-American history 
from the year 1435 through today. In 1485, the crisis that was the War of the Roses be-
gan a series of “fourth turnings” that Strauss and Howe deem winters in their seasons 
of history. The next winter begins about 80 years later with the Armada Crisis in 1569. 
Winter cycles continue every 80 years or so through the colonial Glorious Revolution, the 
American Revolution, the Civil War, the Great Depression and World War II, and, most 
recently, the Global Financial Crisis.

The Turnings of
History Summary
Premise for the Seasons of Entrepreneurship Theory



So what does this have to do with entrepreneurship? Reflecting on his experience as an 
entrepreneur and that of many of his friends, Frost noticed similarities between Turnings 
of History and the experience of starting, growing and sustaining a business. Just as his-
tory has four observable turnings, entrepreneurship has four cyclical stages or Seasons 
of Entrepreneurship. And just as each turning has its distinctive and recurring mood, 
each season of entrepreneurship has a distinctive and defining crisis.

The Seasons of 
Entrepreneurship 

theory 



SPRING: BEGINNING

SUMMER: GROWING

C r i s i s  o f  M e a n i n g

C r i s i s  o f  “ t h e  U n e x p e c t e d ”

“do something differently,
not something different”

“React faster, focus on 
profit not revenue.”

chris andersen

troy baumert

SunCo Lawns and Grounds Management

Asi Systems, Inc.



FALL: SUSTAINING

WINTER: TRANSFORMING

joseph frost

Mike and Carolina Mapes

C r i s i s  o f  O p p o r t u n i t y

C r i s i s  o f  “ t h e  e n d ”

“Be able to take time off,
position for the exit”

“Find your next wave,
let go of the past” 

Frost Media Group and VideoCRM

The Alliance Group



what season are you in?
Is your business blooming with spring-time vitality? Is it harvesting resources like squir-

rels in fall? Not sure what season your business is in? 

Visit our website to explore the Seasons of Entrepreneurship. Share your own experi-
ences. Discover the best way to prepare for your next crisis and predict your winter. 

seasonsofentrepreneurship.com


